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INTEGRAL ESTIMATES FOR TRANSPORT DENSITIES
L. DE PASCALE, L. C. EVANS, AND A. PRATELLI
Abstrat. We introdue some integration-by-parts methods that improve upon the L
p
esti-
mates on transport densitites from the reent paper by L. De Pasale and A. Pratelli, Calulus
of Variations and Partial Dierential Equations 14 (2002), 249-274.
1. Introdution
This paper provides some PDE methods that improve upon the L
p
estimates on the \transport
densities" in ertain Monge{Kantorovih mass transfer problems, as derived in the earlier paper































and k suÆiently large. The onstant C in (1) depends on q, but not on the parameter k.
This problem arises as an approximation of the fundamental transport (or ontinuity) equation
for the Monge{Kantorovih mass transfer problem, as explained for instane in [6℄. In this



















  div (aDu) = f;
jDuj  1;
jDuj = 1 where a > 0:
(4)
We all a the transport density. It turns out that an optimal mass realloation plan an be
onstruted using u and a.





aet those of the transport density. They showed that
(i) a 2 L
1
if f 2 L
1
, and
(ii) a 2 L
q 
if f 2 L
q
, for 1  q <1 and eah  > 0.
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if f 2 L
q
; for 2  q <1:
We have tried, and failed, to extend our methods to inlude q =1.
A PDE like (4) omes up also in the general formulation of Bouhitte and Buttazzo [1℄ for
nding a distribution of a given amount of ondutor to best dissipate heat. Then f represents
a heat soure and u the temperature of the system. The survey [6℄ desribes several more
appliations.
2. Approximation
We will for simpliity take U = B
0
(0; R), the open ball with enter 0 and radius R > 0.





f dx = 0: Denote by u
k
the solution of






) = f in U
u
k




































. This approximation is suggested by the reent paper [5℄. Regularity theory (Cf.
Marellini [9℄) implies that u
k
is smooth, provided f is.




as k !1, and begin with some uniform bounds.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that f 2 L
1









eah 1  q <1.




























































































fv dx if v 2 C
0;1
0
(U); jDvj  1 a:e:
+1 otherwise.
(7)





with respet to the uniform onvergene of funtions.
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Proof. 1. Sine the mapping u 7! hf; ui =
R
U




















0 if v 2 C
0;1
0
(U); jDvj  1 a:e:
+1 otherwise.
(9)
2. If E[v℄ <1, we learly have





Suppose now that v
k






℄  C < 1. Fix an integer m and













































Passing to limits in k and realling the lower semiontinuity of the L
m













This inequality, valid for all V as above, implies that Dv is in L
1
, with jDvj  1 almost
everywhere. Consequently,















(k = 1; : : : ):
















































jDuj = 1 a:e: on fa > 0g; and

k
a weakly in L
q
(U):
In partiular, a = jGj.
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Proof. 1. First of all, note that   divG = f ; that is,
Z
U




for all  2 C
1
,  = 0 on U .
Let us now x 0 <  < 1 and alulate:
Z
U







































































































2. Reasoning now as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we x an integer m and let k > m. Then
















































and therefore jDuj  1 almost everywhere. The rst two assertions of the Theorem now follow
from (10).
3. To show also that 
k
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uG D dx =
Z
U
















4. It remains to show that A
2























































Finally, sine q > 1 there exists a onstant 
q







































































The full alulations for our main estimate in x4 are fairly involved, and so for the reader's
onveniene we provide in this setion a simpler omputation illustrating the main ideas. Suppose
2  q <1.















Proof. 1. To simplify notation, we hereafter in the proof do not write the subsripts k. Observe
that sine Du is bounded in eah spae L
q
and u = 0 on U , we have the bound
juj  C
for some onstant C.
2. Multiply (5) by 
q 1







+ (q   1)
q 1
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Notie that jDuj
2
















jDu Dj dx+ 1

: (13)



























































The term on the left is


































































where  = (
1
; : : : ; 
n


























































Consider a point x
0
2 U ; without loss, we an take x
0
= (0; : : : ; R). Then  = (0; : : : ; 1)
and Du = (0; : : : ; u
n
), sine u = 0 on U . The integrand of the rst term on the right hand side














; : : : ; x
n 1










)  0 for small x
0
. We
dierentiate this identity twie and set x
0











































































































































































































































and this gives (11). 
Remark. The boundary integral term B is in fat nonnegative for any onvex, smooth
domain replaing U = B(0; R): see for instane the similar alulations in x1:5 of Ladyzhenskaja
[8℄. 
4. Estimates II
In this setion we derive our main integral estimate.




U). Then there exist a onstant C,






















for all k  K.





on the left. This makes our multipliers and estimates more intriate.





Sine f is smooth, the same is true for u and . Observe also the bound
juj  C:
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But if jDuj < 2Cjf j, then obviously jDuj  2Ckfk
L
1
. Realling (6), we see that this implies




































































































sine U is bounded.







































Arguing as before (this means dividing the integrals in the set where jD Duj   jDuj=C and
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4. The last two terms in (29) involving D  Du are dangerous, sine D is of order k: we
need another estimate to ontrol them.

































































Du  (DjDuj) dx:




































The left hand term of (30) is
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sine jDuj  2 wherever jf j > jDuj
p
, provided k  K and K is large.












































































































































































































As   1 only if jDuj  1, estimate (22) follows. 
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Theorem 4.1 onerns only smooth funtions f . However, sine the bound for the L
q
norm of
the transport density depends only upon the L
q
norm of f , we an approximate:
Theorem 4.2. For eah 2  q < 1 and f 2 L
q
(U) the assoiated transport density a belongs
to L
q







+ 1) : (40)
Proof. 1. Let us rst dene
f
j
:= f  
1=j
;















































































! f in L
q
. Furthermore, (43) implies that G
j
is bounded in L
q
. We may therefore
assume upon reindexing that
G
j





Finally we may pass as neessary to a further subsequene to ensure u
j
onverges uniformly to
a limit u. Apply Theorem 2.3. 
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